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BRUSHLESS TRUCK WASHING SAVES TIME, LABOR
AND MONEY WITH MORE EFFECTIVE CLEANING
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THE WAVE OF THE FUTURE

ONE CHOICE...BECAUSE IT WORKS!
FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY

THE BEST INFORMED CHOOSE
EaCo Chem has been producing exceptional cleaning chemicals for decades
with nothing but the best results. Our chemistry has been approved worldwide
on many projects. Professional cleaners that choose to stay ahead of their
competition have one thing in common - the desire to be the best. That includes
using the best chemicals.

INDUSTRIES WE SERVE:
• NEW CONSTRUCTION
• RESTORATION
• HOUSE & DECK
• FLEET WASHING
• HARDSCAPE
• PAINT STRIPPING
• WINDOW RESTORATION
EC Shine System

TRUCK WASHING SOAPS
TRUCK WASH SUPREME SC

Truck Wash Supreme SC (TWS) is a breakthrough truck wash soap. It is one of the most cost effective soaps on
the market for virtually any washing. TWS is brushless, fast acting, extremely fast rinsing, it leaves a great shine
and beading. The soap cleans paint and aluminum without blushing and is safe for polished aluminum when used
as directed. Truck Wash Supreme is a professional grade soap for professional cleaners!

BEFORE

AFTER

SHOWBOAT

Showboat is an effective biodegradable wash product with versatility in
the ways it can be applied. This product can be applied using low or high
pressure. It will work through a foaming arch too. High pressure application
will give a faster performance and generally higher dilutions. The product
will work fine with cold water. High pressure rinse is recommended with
Showboat because of the characteristics of this method. Two applications
of the soap without rinsing between is the best method to achieve
brushless washing. It is absolutely safe around glass even if it dries on the
surface. Showboat does not harm the shine on the surface.

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL CLEANING

GLORY BC

Glory BC is still the number one soap for brushless cleaning, instilling the “million mile shine” system. Glory BC is
brushless to the point that spot brushing will not be visible and will put the shine back on dulled paint. Glory BC is
a “DO IT ALL” type of cleaner able to clean houses, cars, garbage trucks, vinyl, fiberglass, gutters, stainless, etc...
Glory BC works great as a one-step soap or used in a two-step system. Glory BC is not recommended for polished
aluminum.

BEFORE

AFTER

DAZZLE BC

Dazzle BC is a one-step truck wash that is safe for polished aluminum that can be brushless in some applications.
One application of the product cuts film and loosens diesel smoke. Because there are no caustic or butyls in this
soap, it is safe for indoor use and generally does not harm high quality waxes. Dazzle BC will also greatly improve
the appearance of buses and trucks, especially when used regularly.

BEFORE

AFTER

SIZZLE

SIZZLE is brushless pressure wash soap. SIZZLE truck wash system is versatile in the ways it may be applied: low
or high pressure as well as through foaming arch. High pressure application will give faster performance and higher
dilutions. The product works best when heated, also functions well cold. SIZZLE is generally brushless. The water
softeners are built in and are to be used to the greatest advantage if premixed at high dilutions before application. A
pressure rinse is recommended with SIZZLE. SIZZLE is not recommended for polished aluminum.

BEFORE

AFTER
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THE WAVE OF THE FUTURE

ONE CHOICE...BECAUSE IT WORKS!
SOAPS (cont.)
RS10 BC

Currently operating in all major brands of systems, it is specifically designed to fulfill the stringent needs of a total
reclaim system. RS10 BC is remarkable in what it will accomplish - brushless removal of bugs, road film removal,
degreasing of engines. RS10 BC is even more interesting in what it doesn’t include: non-ionics, sulfonates, high
pH, harmful solvents, phosphates, or emulsifiers. All of the substances are trouble in a reclaim system long term.
You will get good splitting of oils and water, no emulsification of the oils, virtually no foam on rinsing, and long life
for those expensive filters.

SUPREME BC

BEFORE

Supreme BC is a brushless, spot-free drying fleet and vehicle wash
that is safe on painted surfaces including polished aluminum. Supreme
BC leaves a great shine after removing virtually any dirt, soil or stain.
It also works hot or cold, but should not exceed 120 degrees F. *Safe
on polished aluminum, brushless with a spot-free rinse, concentrated
cleaner, that is also Biodegradable.

AFTER

ACIDIC CLEANERS
HD SABRE

BEFORE

AFTER

CP&B

BEFORE

BRITE 10 BC

W.O.W.W.

HD Sabre is a safe concentrate of acids and detergents with no
hazardous fluorides added. HD Sabre safely cleans aluminum and
stainless steel truck bodies and is safe for glass. HD Sabre will not harm
these surfaces if allowed to dry (although it is still not recommended).
HD Sabre leaves an excellent clean and is great for non-coated steel
and fiberglass. HD Sabre is a great solution for virtually any type of
vehicle.
CP&B (Clean Polish & Brighten) is safe on polished aluminum and
chrome when used as directed. This is a phosphoric acid mix that is
non-reactive with aluminum. CP&B can be used to remove weld smoke,
aluminum oxide, and cement dust from cabs, mixers and dump bodies.

AFTER
Brite 10 BC is a mild hydrofluoric acid mix that leaves a nice, shiny finish
(not milky). Brite 10 BC is a high strength cleaner that is safe on glass
and mirrors as a first step when used as directed. This blend is preferred
for outdoor use where airborne particles are less of an issue in worker
safety and OSHA compliance. Use caution on polished aluminum - will
remove oil-polished finish.

W.O.W.W. is a wash and wax type product that is safe for all surfaces.
The clean extends to hard-to-remove problems such as tree sap and
road oils. W.O.W.W. is a good nonabrasive polish for aluminum and
chrome surfaces on cars. W.O.W.W. can be used as a second step in
an alkaline system.

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL CLEANING

PURPLE PLUS BC

BEFORE

Purple Plus BC will remove very heavy grease from heavy equipment, rolling
stock and concrete. Purple Plus BC is designed to enable the user to remove
most soils from the paint without brushing. Purple Plus BC can be applied at
high dilutions since it’s a through “the pressure washer” type degreaser. This
solution works well in hot or cold water. When used in hot water it will also
clean the pressure washer coils as it works. Purple Plus BC leaves no film
or water spots on glass with a good rinse. Not safe for polished aluminum at
regular strength.

AFTER

HD DEGREASER

HD Degreaser will penetrate layers with a combination of aggressive caustics, buffering and stabilizing
compounds that keeps the product from drying out. This allows a fast and long term attack with minimal
degradation of surfaces. HD Degreaser can be used for pre-treating oil stains on concrete. The product is also
used for soaking through very thick layers of clay, grease, foodstuffs, and hydraulic fluid and oil stains in one
application. HD Degreaser may mark paint or discolor aluminum.

BEFORE

AFTER

PLUS

PLUS is a degreaser for use with a pressure washer. It removes thick grease from heavy equipment and rolling
stock. The PLUS product is designed to enable the user to remove soils from paint without brushing or resorting
to high pressure application. The solution works better with a cold water rinse, however hot water can be used.
With a thorough rinse, PLUS leaves no film or water spots on glass.

BEFORE

AFTER

HOT STAIN REMOVER

Hot Stain Remover is a high pH alkaline cleaning product that will remove both food and petroleum oil staining
and remove heavy carbon deposits and oil from metal, wood or masonry.
The information contained in this document is strictly a guide. The users are responsible for proper testing to determining the
appropriateness for these products for their specific needs. Please refer to our website for more information about these or any
other EaCo Chem products. For technical information and instructions for any EaCo Chem product, please refer to the Product
Data Sheet
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SPECIALTY PRODUCTS
ConSALT

ConSALT™ is a product that safely removes corrosive and harmful salt(s) build-up from road equipment, various
surfaces and substrates. This product will prevent damage to paint caused by salt build-up over time. For vehicles
- frames, undercarriages, and aluminum and painted surfaces will experience prolonged life and less rust in
conjunction with good maintenance practices. This product can also be used to flush brine tanks and lines to prevent
corrosive salt build-ups in sumps, spray bars and nozzles.

BEFORE

AFTER

GRAF-EX

Graf-Ex is a non-corrosive stripper that completely removes the adhesive residue under the decal that typically
remains on the surface without damaging the paint. This product is fast acting and is virtually odorless, which makes
it safe to both the worker and the surface (when used as directed).

C-TAR MELT

C-Tar Melt is a blend of water soluble, easily rinsable, non-hazardous ingredients. C-Tar Melt is a great tool to
use in cleaning and maintaining asphalt paving equipment. C-Tar Melt should only be used undiluted, C-Tar Melt
is biodegradable and will not harm skin.

BEFORE

AFTER

EC SHINE

The EC Shine system is a cleaner that is a brightener and does
not etch or cause whiteness on aluminum. There is also no
chance of marking glass. The EC Shine System is a water based
spray or brush on, high-shine system for un-etched aluminum,
sound painted surfaces or stainless steel. This process can
replace buffing. The EC Shine System will not restore the shine
on paint if the clear coat is gone. Nor will it re-shine aluminum
truck bodies cleaned with hydrofluoric acid. The EC Shine System
is generally a long lasting, hard film forming polymer coating
that can result in mirror finish results. As a brush on system for
polished aluminum tankers it will clean as it shines, and can be rinsed with a pressure washer or garden hose.

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL CLEANING

CT WASH

CT Wash is designed to remove light to medium build-up of excess concrete from concrete mixer trucks and
construction equipment. CT Wash is great for maintaining concrete trucks or equipment and is highly dilutable
when regular maintenance is performed.
For heavy build-up removal, use two or three applications spaced five minutes apart. This method is used to
extended the dwell times depending on the severity of the build-up.

BEFORE

AFTER

SABRE II

Sabre II is a brushless truck wash and brightener for polished aluminum and non-coated stainless steel Sabre II is
excellent at removing even the most stubborn brake dust residue, leaving rims looking virtually brand new. When
used as directed, Sabre II will remove some of the industries toughest
stains. Sabre II can be used as a single step application or as a twostep application in conjunction with Dazzle BC.

We don’t advocate leaving the brush at home. The brush is useful for glass, mirror backs, chrome or heavy grease in spots.
Do not use the brush to achieve the bulk of your clean; use the brush to dress the finished product.
Chemical Release Cleaning vs. Agitation Release Cleaners:
Agitation release cleaners use some chemistry, enough to lubricate the brush to reduce friction or to produce suds. Suds do not clean anything,
and they cost you money by increasing your rinse and the likelihood of a soap film.
There are four general types of chemical release brushless cleaners:
1. Single Step (safe for paint and polished aluminum) Dazzle BC, Showboat and Truck Wash Supreme SC.
2. Two Application (Alkaline, safe for paint) Glory Truckwash BC is the best.
3. Two Step (Acid/Alkali) Any acid and one of the products listed above.
1. Single Step (safe for paint and polished aluminum):
Single step is the most difficult clean to achieve. We recommend Dazzle (rtu)*, Showboat (rtu), and Truck Wash Supreme SC 20:1 dilution are
recommended. Dazzle and Truck Wash Supreme provide safety and shine on polished aluminum. A thorough rinse is very important on heavily
filmed vehicles. Soap this powerful requires a critical balance of surfactants to break bonds without being overly aggressive on sensitive surfaces
(such as polished aluminum). Film will not release if casually rinsed.
2. Two Applications (Alkaline, safe for paint):
A two-application alkaline is a process of laying one application of soap on top of another one. The right product allows for impressive stain and
release. For many people the right product is Glory Truckwash (rtu) at 10:1 - 20:1 dilution. The product called Showboat is best applied using
the following procedure.
Surface Drying
Dilutions (rtu) are between 10:1 to 20:1. Any soap can benefit from double application, but only Glory Truckwash can do it with
complete safety on every surface except polished aluminum. This product enables you to go brushless. Glory Truckwash is the only
product that allows you to brush remove bugs or a stain without brush marks showing up afterwards. Glory Truckwash can dry on
the surface and not set stains. The surfactants allow Glory Truckwash to dry on the surface and rinse right off cannot take high heat;
water temperature must be kept below 125 degrees F. Any soaping process should proceed from the worst area to the least affected.
This allows for adequate dwell time while applying the second application of the pre-softened areas. Allow the worst areas to soak
then rinse last, unless it was the buggy air dam on top a tractor, then the rinse would begin there. Rinsing is quick and easy. The
products will always rinse off and leave a shine.
3. Two Step (Acid/Alkali) Any acid and an alkaline product:
Two step acid/alkali is a very popular system in fixed site applications. A safe for polished aluminum system uses HD Sabre*, Dazzle BC* or Truck
Wash Supreme SC* at 70:1 dilution from the blenders concentrate.
Stainless steel tankers positively glow when using HD Sabre and Glory Truckwash BC at 50:1 dilution, each from the blenders concentrate.
A very aggressive system consists of Brite 10 BC and Sizzle at 70:1 to 100:1 dilution from the blenders concentrate and kit product. All of these
combination can be reversed with soap applied first, as it may be beneficial in hard water areas.
*Note: (rtu) indicates “Ready To Use”, product diluted from “blenders concentrate”
**Note:( HD, BC & SC) indicates “blenders concentrate”
The information given is a summary. Product Data and Specification sheets are available for detailed
information.
The application steps listed above are a short outline. Always read the product data and specification
sheets prior to using any professional grade products.
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SPECIALTY PRODUCTS (cont.)

ALL OF EACO CHEM’S PRODUCTS
ARE DESIGNED FOR

PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY
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